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post: it has 2 answers and one accepted one, which has votes of 5 and one with a vote of 3. I think the question has got only one correct answer. Can this post be considered valid or not? Is it correct to accept one answer and not the other? Shouldn't the accepted answer have highest reputation? A: It's a valid post, because the accepted answer
fulfills the requirements: An answer that: Satisfies the question Sets the correct facts and answers the question The answer provided does this. The other answer does not. (By virtue of the fact that the question is unclear) The accept mark indicates that the answer you accept is the one that best answers the question. You can't best answer the
question if you don't know the best answer. Shouldn't the accepted answer have highest reputation? Nope. A question can have multiple accept answers, and one can accept more answers than one. Q: Вызов метода с соответствующим типом аргументов Вот есть 2 класса: public class A { public void method(int arg1){} public void method(int
arg2, double arg3){} } public class B { public void method(A arg1){ method(arg1.method(arg1.arg1)); } } Э
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Carlton has been playing for the Blues since he was 16, an age when the average kid is still spending his time learning how to read and write. Now the youngest player ever to reach 200 games in the AFL ranks, Carlton is playing his 91st game in round 17 and the Blues are undefeated heading into Sunday's clash with the Western Bulldogs at
Etihad Stadium. Tuesday's win over North Melbourne was a much-needed confidence booster for Carlton after the Blues slipped to fourth on the ladder following a winless July. Melbourne's 28-point victory against the Magpies at Etihad Stadium was its last win before Carlton snapped its five-game losing run with Carlton's second win of the
year against Essendon in round four. In the three wins, Nathan Fyfe has kicked 14 goals, while Patrick Cripps has racked up 12. Carlton's midfield has been bolstered by young Jamie Elliott and defender Simon Motley, who leads the club in clearances and tackles. It's great to have those two off the interchange bench and they'll be a big part of
our success in the second half of the year. Carlton will need to continue winning on the road as the club finished 2013 with two victories on the road. A tough road trip to Perth and Sydney in the second half of the season will shape the second half of the year. It's a good equation for us heading in to the second half of the season. The club will
again be hoping that the youngest player ever to reach 200 games in the AFL reaches 100 in his 91st game. Carlton will need Fyfe to produce in the second half of the year. In 26 games, the West Australian has kicked 18 goals and laid eight tackles. Carlton will need to have a strong second half of the year to make the finals and having Fyfe
playing his best footy through the season would be a big boost. It's great for the team to have Elliott back in the side and Motley in good form." — Hugh McCluggage Draft Links The clubs have completed the final round of the 2014 NAB AFL Draft, with Sydney at No. 15 and Geelong at No. 18. Carlton selected Lachie Henderson, the brother
of Drew, with its first pick in the draft, while other high first-round picks for the Blues include Jake Carlisle, Key, Jake Waterman, Zac Williams and the father of Dustin, Sam. Carlton also added No. 3 draft pick 3e33713323
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